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Dear Sisters and Brothers,  
 We would like to share about the last phase of the General Chapter, which engaged us in 
the Programmation for the six-year period 2023-2029. 
 
On 13-15 July, in an atmosphere of prayer and discernment, we tried to gather convergences, in 
groups and in Assembly. We have thus formulated the priorities and the respective lines of action 
for the four areas: Style of Life, Formation, Mission, Government- Administration. Everything was 
voted on for approval. 
 
At the end of the work, the group of the young 'observers' joyfully entertained the Assembly with 
songs and a beautiful presentation of how an integrated, missionary and vocational community 
could be.  
Don Mario, accompanying an animated Spanish song with the guitar, shared his greeting, jokingly 
involved everyone.  
 
After scrolling through the monitor the photographs of all the communities of the Congregation - a 
sign of a presence that has accompanied us during this event - with few, but intense and significant 
expressions, Sr. Aminta greeted and thanked everyone for the work accomplished, in a co-
responsible way and inhabited by hope. 
 
On July 16 with the Pauline Family in the subcrypt of the Regina Apostolorum Shrine, with the 
Eucharistic Celebration presided over by Fr Boguslaw Zeman, SSP Vicar General, the Chapter 
experience ends. 
 
The word that resonates is: THANK YOU!  We thank the Lord for the lived experience, for the serene, 
simple and festive atmosphere, for the fraternity with the colors of the different nations of origin. 
A warm thanks to the Moderator, Don Mario Llanos, sdb who with patient availability, has put his 
competent experience at the service of us all. 
Thanks to Sr. Aminta Sarmiento, attentive and diligent in her task as President; to Sr. Alicia Fogliatti 
for the demanding secretarial service, to Sr. Angiolina Rossini and to Sr. Purisima Tañedo for the 
service in the CCC.  
Mutual thanks to all expressed with affection, because each of us, in the most diverse ways, was 
able to put her respective skills in action. Thanks also to the caring ladies who fed us with much 
creativity.  
Thank you! Thank you to all those who have sustained and accompanied us with prayer and 
fraternity. 
 
We entrust everything to the intercession of Mary, our Mother and Shepherdess, so that the work 
begun may come to completion. 
       For the Chapter Sisters 
                          Sr. Irene Tollini 


